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In spite of extraordinary wide range of various chemical transformation of the 
molecule, analysis of experimental data reveals a rather small number of fundamental 
regularities, which are characteristic for this species: (i) addition reactions are the main 
reactions with the fullerene participation; (ii) there are two types of the addition reactions: 
ordinary reactions and donor-acceptor reactions; (iii) addition reactions are regioselective. 
Repeatedly studied experimentally, the latter has not been explained theoretically until 
now. The current paper addresses to the problem considering particular features of the 
molecule odd electron behavior, the number of which is determined by the difference 
between the numbers related to valence electrons and to atoms bonded with the 
considered one. The chemical activity of the molecule atoms is suggested to be based on 
the following.  

1. Weakening the interaction between odd electrons of the С60 molecule (in 
comparison with that of, say, aromatic molecules) causes a partial excluding 
of the latter from covalent bonding. Thus released electron density (RED) 
provides free valence of atoms and can be expressed in the broken symmetry 
approach [1] as a halved absolute value of the spin density (SD) on atom A 
[2]. The RED is considered to be a driving force of addition reactions 
selecting binding sites for sequential additions by the largest value of the 
quantity.  

2. The RED related to the singlet state of the molecule opens ordinary addition 
reactions such as hydrogenation and fluorination of the С60. However, 
moderately low value of the ionization potential and high electron affinity of 
the molecule promote effective donor-acceptor interaction with other 
molecules. The RED provided by odd electrons in the doublet state of the 
molecular ion С60

- governs its atoms activity at starting point in this case. 
Analyzing RED on the molecule atoms in the ground singlet state, five groups of atom 

pairs with zero summary SD, which are repeated in the molecule structure six times, have 
been revealed. The pairs form a perdehydronaphthalene configuration С10. The obtained 
spin portrait of the С60 molecule as six times repeated С10 configurations, which are 
identical from the SD viewpoint, can be considered as a quantitative proof of the model 
С60≡6*С10 suggested by Bulychev and Udod [3].  

 Leading by the RED values at each sequential step of the relevant addition 
reactions, a computational synthesis has been performed related to two families С60Нх and 
С60Fх [4] and a six-star pyrrolidone-C60 DA complex [5]. The obtained data have provided 
a convincing proof of the suggested approach. 
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